Future account taken into consideration. Good luck.

From the Getz family in terms of you it changed.

A local Co-op is evaluated.

Lo and behold

Sign me Cooper Age 10

Continue for 5 years.
null function

(If $f(x) = 0$, then $f(x)$ is the null function.)

But - null function is often used to denote the empty function, which is a function from any set to any set.

null function - null function

Goal - redefine s function

Goal based on it
Given the context, it seems like the document might be discussing some technical or scientific content, possibly related to programming or algorithms, but the handwriting is quite difficult to read clearly.
Problem 2

Un. Formed Search (Blind Search)

Chapter 3

Form of Performance

Performance in a given space of better than 10%

The Un. Formed Search always finds a good local

from good local solutions if and only if

an appropriate mean is maximized. In any case, it always

If an estimate always finds the maximum.
And one action used is achieving a goal.

Path selection - an ordered list of steps.

When moving forward a goal(s).

Wings of actions one goal step to complete progress forward until goal step. The closer.

in such a way that we can achieve efficiency.

Problem formulation - see + the goal.

Goal steps are.

goal from hypothesis - beginning with.

Goal - verification, hypothesis states.

The goal is the description of.

First - have goal.
Search - the process of finding the state-action sequence that leads to a goal.

Search - results in a solution to a problem. Solution can then be executed to achieve a goal.

The set of all states that exist for a problem is called the problem's state space.

Vacuum cleaner problem

1. Two locations which may or may not contain dirt
2. Vacuum is in one of the locations
The text is not legible due to handwriting quality. It appears to be a diagram of a network or system with labels and connections. The content is not clear enough to transcribe accurately.
such that $\{5, 6, 7\}$

Lemma 1.4.3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

multiple step problem

senseless problem